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Selected Quote 
21st Century competencies include deep understanding, flexibility and the capacity to make 

creative connections and a range of so-called ‘soft skills’ including good team-working 

(Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 4). 

Objective  
I initially found the notion of “deep understanding” as a critical 21

st
 century competency 

somewhat counterintuitive. Being a middle-aged professional, I sometimes get caught up in the 

“kids these days” mentality, lamenting that today’s younger adults are superficial (as most 

generations seem to do).  However, I accept the popular mantra that “knowledge is power” 

(PRAG FOUNDATION FOR CAPACITY BUILDING, n.d.). Reflecting further, coupled with 

today’s ubiquitous access to information, it follows that expectations have increased that people 

will gain significant knowledge, and ultimately deep understanding of relevant topics and 

concepts. For example, in my field of software development, it is now assumed that a software 

developer knows how to code. However, as I conduct technical training I will serve my students 

well by teaching and encouraging the ability to learn new languages quickly and seek 

understanding into the underlying business problem the software is intended to solve. 

As an adult educator, I feel a responsibility to expose my students to these important core 

competencies. While we all have unprecedented access to information, most “soft skills” such as 

interpersonal communication, relationship building, emotional intelligence, and other social 

skills (SkillsYouNeed, n.d.) take practice. 21
st
 century students need to be encouraged to work in 

practical ways on these differentiating skills to supplement their mastery of Google and hashtags. 
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Reflective 
This quote and subsequent investigation makes me realize that I need to really “up my game” as 

an educator. The carefree days of simple knowledge transfer are gone. Even in planning and 

delivering short corporate training seminars, I need to be intentional in speaking to the unique 

skills and deficiencies of 21
st
 century citizens. I have weekly opportunities to influence my 

clients, students and peers. Rather than simply transferring information, or even imparting the 

greater commodity of knowledge, I now realize that I am called to encourage the self-guided 

development of the whole person. This sort of personal development requires all levels of 

workers to buy into the concept of meta-cognition – learning how to learn (PRAG 

FOUNDATION FOR CAPACITY BUILDING, n.d.). 

Interpretive 
This quote has caused me to turn 180-degrees on some aspects of my teaching strategy. I had felt 

the urgent need to get to the point and deliver practical, tangible information to allow my 

students to keep up in today’s lightning fast environment. But the opposite is actually true; 

practical information can be acquired on any topic at any time. More needed are insight, 

encouragement and application of transferable, universal life skills. While the average millennial 

can take the initiative to get up-to-speed on a new task through YouTube, my teaching can 

provide an opportunity to practice interpersonal skills and develop soft skills that are universally 

beneficial, even after changing roles, careers or industries. For example, I will now be more 

inclined to provide opportunities to practice team development in the classroom, since this 

higher-level skill will benefit the student regardless of the specific technology they use or role 

they find themselves in. 
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Decisional 
This insight into the complexities of teaching in today’s knowledge society will influence me to 

consider the larger, social developmental needs of my students. I have always approached 

teaching and learning from a pragmatic point of view; I’m more inclined to focus on the practical 

than the theoretical. My research into the needs of individuals functioning in a knowledge 

society has convinced me that the development of flexibility and soft skills is pragmatic. 

I will now be less focused on sharing information, and more focused on facilitating the 

development of higher resources of knowledge and understanding. I have come to understand 

that flexibility is a skill, composed of transferable knowledge and character, which provides a 

definitive edge in an environment where tenure is measured in weeks and months rather than 

years. As I develop my classroom and online lessons and tutorials, I will look for opportunities to 

ask students to solve a particular problem multiple ways, developing the skill of flexibility. 
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